B. GERMANSKY
[December the determinant \Aki\ must vanish. This is the announced identity, connecting two different (not linearly dependent) Heine-Stieltjes polynomials P^"^(x) and P^-'ap)(x), n9*n', or » = »', but («i, nt, ■ ■ ■ , np)9*(ni, ni, • • ■ , np). For^ = l (2) goes over in the known orthogonality relations
with | (x + l)a<>(x -l)ai| as weight function. We call \(x -ao)°"> ■ • • (x -aP)ap\ still the weight function of the generalized Jacobi polynomials of the order p.
By introduction of the extended Heine-Stieltjes polynomials
and by denoting fak+l(uvxl/(x-a0)a<> ■ ■ ■ (x-aP)a")dx, by Bki, we obtain \BH\ =0.12
We turn finally to the special case, interesting among others for the theory of the transfinite diameter and the = 0), then
]\h'(p)\F(p)dp. 
